MANIFESTO

I, PARAM SHAH (160110006), am contesting for the post of Dramatics Secretary, Hostel 9 if elected, propose to do the following:

### KEY INITIATIVES

- Organize a **Theme Writing** competition (just an overview of play) to increase the enthusiasm among writers and to promote dramatics culture in our hostel.
- Conduct fun and interactive **Theatre Games** for improving the dramatics culture.

### FOLLOW UPS

- Organize **Open Mic Show** (Mime, mimicry, spoof etc) at the time of hostel gathering events like 9tanki, Tea party or any other hostel events and ensure it’s proper execution.
- Organize **Cult day** in hostel 9 during the annual hostel festival.

### MAIN DRAMATICS GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP

- Organize a Systematic schedule for ideation and team meets.
- Will ensure all theme meets are held in advance properly,
- Regular practice sessions to ensure a GC winning performance.
- Ensure availability of prods, costumes and all the required logistics atleast 3 days prior to MDGC.
- Coordinate sincerely with the IDS for various slots ie for music, lights and main performance.

### GENERAL DUTIES

- Ensuring online and offline publicity of institute level dramatics events in hostel.
- Create a database of all drama interested hostel inmates.
- Ensure active hostel participation in MDGC, AnnProd, PAF etc.
- Will co-operate with other council members for smooth functioning of all hostel events.
- Will coordinate with the fourthwall to promote the dramatics culture in our hostel.
- Sharing Videos and Scripts of famous plays through Hostel 9 facebook page.
- Coordinate with IDS to get regular updates regarding GC rules.
- Ensure that the script of the play is kept up to date and minutes of the meet are put up on the thread.

### MISCELLANEOUS

- Plan to organize **Dramatics Trip** to notable theatres like Prithvi theatres and NCPA theatres to watch professional and amazing plays with the help of fourthwall.

I will fully involve and cooperate with hostel council to improve the culture in Hostel 9. Alongside these, I will wholeheartedly thrive to fulfill my general duties and responsibilities as the Dramatics Secretary.